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QUESTION 1

After upgrading from Cognos version 10 what needs to be selected in order to create a data module on a data server? 

A. Select "Allow web-based modeling" in Cognos Configuration when starting the server 

B. Select "Allow web-based modeling" in the Cognos installer when upgrading the server components. 

C. Under the Data Server Connection in the Administration Console configuration select "Allow Framework Manager". 

D. Under the Data Source Connection in the Administration Console configuration select "Allow web- based modeling". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the difference between a Cognos Analytics Story and Dashboard? 

A. Stories use report objects to present information in an exported format whilst a dashboard is interactive. 

B. A dashboard is a Cognos Analytics story. 

C. Dashboards are live and interactive whereas a Story is the notes attached to the dashboard that help explain the
content of a widget. 

D. A story adds to a dashboard\\'s capability by augmenting it with animation and scene changes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

After adding a prompt to a relational sourced report it is decided that the consumers require multi- select functionality
instead of a single-select. What two modifications must be made to the report? 

A. Change the Filter property Multi-select to Yes 

B. Change the Cascade source property of the Prompt to represent more than one value. 

C. Change the Prompt property Usage to Select-many. 

D. Change the Filter expression of the Query from "=" to use "in". 

E. Change the Prompt property Multi-select to Yes. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

A user complains that the table they\\'re using within a data module has too much historical data in it. The user would
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like to keep the old data available, but when using the table for any new reports would like to see only newer entries
based 

on an \\'Order Date\\' column. 

What does the developer need to do to accomplish this? 

A. Create a navigation path for the newer entries. 

B. Apply a filter to the "Order Date\\' attribute. 

C. Create a calculated \\'Order Date\\'. 

D. Create a copy of the table, and apply a filter to the \\'Order Date\\' attribute. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the significance of \\'Clothes\\' in the following filter expression of a report query? [Product Group] = # sq(
prompt( \\'productgroups\\', \\'token\\', \\'Clothes\\' ) )# 

A. \\'Clothes\\' is the default text to include in the generated query at runtime. 

B. The string \\'Clothes\\' will precede the text of the prompt value selected at runtime. 

C. The string \\'Clothes\\' will be appended to the end of the text of the prompt value selected at runtime. 

D. \\'Clothes\\' is a required value to include in the generated query at runtime. 

Correct Answer: C 
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